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FOR THE 6TH ANNIVERSARY OF HOTEL LE CRYSTAL
The reputable address unveils the results
of its investment of $1 million

Montréal, May 6, 2014 - Today, the Open House is held, marking the end of the work of
Hôtel Le Crystal, located at 1100 de la Montagne Street in Montreal. From 9:30 am to
12:00 pm and from 2:30 pm to 5:00 pm, media and industry professionals are invited to
discover

important

improvements

affecting

all

of

the

resort's

destinations:

suites,

conference and event floor, La Coupole , The restaurant La Coupole by Anne Desjardins
and its terrace.

An Investment to Enhance the Customer Experience
Whether with the brand new furniture of the suites, the redevelopment of the La Coupole
terrace in an urban garden or the new living room of the same name, the management of
the hotel wishes to preserve the avant-garde reputation of the establishment To stay one
step ahead in the competitive hotel market. "We want to remain a new hotel in the
Montreal panorama and continue to surprise our guests who already appreciated the
quality of our infrastructures. Thanks to recent improvements, we are convinced that we
have a product that stands out with its current, trendy look and is more responsive than
ever to the demands of today's customers. "

An innovative offer for business customers
The C3 floor, entirely dedicated to events, will host conferences, events and meetings in a
completely renewed design environment. At the President's Lounge, completely renovated
and the most upmarket, is added a completely new built space: the Stanley Salon. In
addition to expanding its meeting space offerings, Hôtel Le Crystal innovates by offering a
distinctive corporate setting where the style has been carefully studied to offer a
convivial and stimulating atmosphere in a typically Montreal setting.

About Hotel Le Crystal
Just steps away from Montreal's business district, the 5-star Hotel Le Crystal is also close
to the city's best restaurants and, of course, its vibrant nightlife. Inaugurated in 2008,
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the hotel is a chic, urban and metropolitan hotel for travelers looking for a warm and
refined service. Hotel Le Crystal offers an exclusive and complete experience with its most
versatile C3 conference center, its unique Health Center, its comfortable suites and its
signature restaurant, La Coupole by Anne Desjardins.
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